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a slant of light jeffrey lent - reserve now jeffrey lent s a slant of light is a brilliant novel with a powerful narrative in his
superb new novel a slant of light jeffrey lent returns to the epic themes of his great first book in the fall love and war good
and evil the natural world and most of all human nature, a slant of light jeffrey lent 9781620404980 amazon com - a slant
of light is a novel of earthly pleasure and deep love of loss and war of prophets and followers of theft and revenge in an
american moment where a seemingly golden age has been shattered this is jeffrey lent on his home ground and at the
height of his powers, a slant of light by jeffrey lent goodreads - jeffrey lent s a slant of light features the life and death
issues so closely associated with his work and in this case an oblique approach to resolving the central conflict these
aspects of mr lent s latest novel don t necessarily separate it from previous brilliant efforts like in the fall and lost nation not
at all but they reinforce and add depth to his already stunning body of work, summary and reviews of a slant of light by
jeffrey lent - book summary a slant of light is a novel of earthly pleasure and deep love of loss and war of prophets and
followers of theft and revenge in an american moment where a seemingly golden age has been shattered this is jeffrey lent
on his home ground and at the height of his powers, a slant of light jeffrey lent bloomsbury usa - about a slant of light a
slant of light is a novel of earthly pleasure and deep love of loss and war of prophets and followers of theft and revenge in
an american moment where a seemingly golden age has been shattered this is jeffrey lent on his home ground and at the
height of his powers, a slant of light by jeffrey lent kirkus reviews - kirkus review his prose is as magnificent as ever
capturing the light in a summer sky or the pain in a bereaved heart with equal clarity and beauty the novel isn t so much
resolved as halted by a closing scene that makes it clear none of these poignantly rendered characters has reached the
ends of their journeys, jeffrey lent s a slant of light chronicles a civil war - a slant of light by jeffrey lent bloomsbury usa
april 6 2015 there s a spiritual majesty to jeffrey lent s work a preoccupation with matters of faith and grace that seems most
fulfilled when he applies his formidable gifts to stories entangled in some way with our defining national trauma the civil war
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